Introduction
Franchising is nowadays a prominent way to organize the distribution of goods and services worldwide. According to a recent study on the economic impact of franchising commissioned by the International Franchise Association (IFA), the US franchise market generates more than $1.4 trillion a year in revenue and thus accounts for more than 45% of all retail sales. Franchising is also widespread in other parts of the world. 1 The economic importance of franchising partly explains why this contractual relationship has received a significant amount of attention in the economic literature on contracting (for surveys, see Blair and Lafontaine and Slade, 2007) . Franchising is a "hybrid" organizational form, which lies between vertical integration and spot markets (Williamson, 1991) . In addition, franchising is one of the few types of contractual relationships about which significant amounts of data are available from public sources. Thus insights gleaned from the study of franchise contracts have allowed researchers to develop a better understanding not only of this organizational form, but also of organizational issues more generally, both within and across firms.
Most works on franchising emphasize the role of agency problems in shaping organizational choices. Two prominent dimensions of franchising have been extensively studied. The first one is the design of the franchise contract with much of the emphasis on the level of royalty rates and franchised fees (Chaudey and Fadairo, 2008; Lafontaine, 1992; Mathewson and Winter, 1985; Vazquez, 2005; Wimmer and Garren, 1997) . The second one analyzes the agency factors likely to affect the trade-off between franchising and company ownership (Brickley, 1999; Brickley and Dark, 1987; Lafontaine, 1992) . 2 An important stylized fact is, however, the coexistence of franchised and company-owned units within the same chain, known as "plural form" or "dual distribution" in the literature (Lafontaine and Shaw, 2005) .
In all these works, the central idea is that by delegating to the units' manager (franchisee or salaried manager) the right to use its brand, a chain will incur agency costs (Brickley and Dark, 1987; Rubin, 1978) . Aligning incentives through contractual provisions and monitoring managers' behavior is thus a critical issue. For instance, Brickley and Dark (1987) found that chains rely more often on franchised units when the direct cost of monitoring behavior (effort or input monitoring) is large. 3 While previous literature suggests that monitoring issues are a strong determinant of organizational choices, it is rather silent on the optimal monitoring strategy once the organization of the chain is set. In this article, we analyze the monitoring policy of chains composed of franchised and companyowned units. The monitoring policy is made of a probability of inspecting individual units as well as a level of penalty. The probability of monitoring may represent the intensity of monitoring expenditures (e.g., how many times a given unit will be audited) or the proportion of units that will be inspected. We develop a model in which a chain monitors its outlets under asymmetric information on local demands and managers' efforts. Outlets are located in various commercial areas and local demands are subject to random and idiosyncratic shocks. Two kinds of opportunistic behavior may appear in our model depending on the manager's status. In a company-owned unit, the salaried manager is tempted to shirk (Brickley and Dark, 1987) . 4 In contrast, 400 T. Pe´nard et al.
within a franchised unit, shirking by the franchisee is less of an issue as he is the residual claimant. 5 But the franchisee's opportunism takes the form of under-declaration of actual sales in order to extract rents ("royalty evasion"). Bradach's (1997) study of restaurant chains partially supports this assertion by claiming "the only financial information that the chain received was a revenue number each month from which the royalty was calculated" (p. 288). Combs et al. (2004) also cite under-declaration of sales as one way for a franchisee to hurt the chain. 6 One could claim that chains have similar or better information on local markets than prospective franchisees because they can rely on information on sales data provided by their units with comparable attributes and similar local conditions. There are, however, two elements supporting our assumption of private information on local sales in favor of the local managers. First, Minkler (1992) argued that better knowledge of local markets by franchisees is an important driver for franchising. Second, while Federal Trade Commission regulation in the United States requires that franchisors disclose a lot of information to prospective franchisees, reporting on potential earning (called "earning claims") is optional (Price, 1999) . When chains disclose such information, they are very cautious and claim that it should be not taken for granted, as each local market has specific features. Managers' opportunism (either under-declaration of sales or shirking) can be circumvented by monitoring the units. Monitoring the actual sales of individual outlets is costly, however, and this cost increases with the number of monitored units (or with the intensity of monitoring an individual unit). As shown extensively in the literature on auditing in the context of tax evasion, utility regulation, or antitrust enforcement (Baron and Besanko, 1984; Khalil, 1997; Mookherjee and Png, 1989) , it may be sub-optimal to monitor all units (or to monitor all of them with the same intensity). Among this body of literature, our article relies heavily on Besanko and Spulber (1989) who looked at the optimal monitoring policy of an antitrust authority that imperfectly observes firms' production costs and pricing behavior. They showed that it might be optimal to tolerate a limited amount of collusion (i.e., to adopt a laissez-faire policy for slightly harmful price agreements). Applying this framework to franchising, we obtain two main results. First, we show that it is never optimal to monitor all the outlets systematically. Second, chains should monitor only the units that declare or reach sales below a threshold that could differ for franchised and company-owned units. Indeed, it is efficient to tolerate some level of under-declaration in franchised units or shirking in company-owned units that declare high sales in order to concentrate costly monitoring efforts on the units that declare low local demand. These results allow us to discuss how information technology and market characteristics could affect monitoring costs in franchised and company-owned units. Finally, we analyze how our findings on monitoring policies might influence dual distribution.
Our article is related to the literature on the organization of franchised chains. Most of the papers assume, explicitly or implicitly, that chains can freely measure sales (output) in order to calculate the amount of royalties paid by franchisees. In contrast, we explicitly assume that monitoring output is costly (Mathewson and Winter, 1985, and Gal-Or, 1995 , are exceptions also assuming costly monitoring of outputs). 8 In addition, only a few papers deal with private information issue in the franchising context. Mathewson and Winter (1985) proposed a setting wherein managers can take advantage of Monitoring Policy and Organizational Forms in Franchised Chains 401 information asymmetry at the actual level of local demand. They are, however, primarily concerned with the efficiency of sharing contracts and do not deal with global monitoring strategy of chains. Hempelmann (2006) also analyzed a setting where franchisees have private information about a relevant variable (marginal cost of sale in his analysis). Here again, his paper is about the design of franchise contract. Gal-Or (1995) is more directly interested in monitoring strategy and the "make or buy" issue. She examined how some characteristics of local markets can influence the incentives the chain has to monitor its outlets. As in our model, she found that it is sometimes in the chain's interest to monitor just a subset of outlets. In her paper, however, the extent of monitoring is equivalent to the extent of vertical integration, since it is assumed that monitoring a unit will allow the chain to dictate the desired level of effort. In our model, in contrast, monitoring is not equivalent to ownership. Some units are monitored while remaining franchised and others are company owned but not monitored. This paper will proceed as follows. Section 2 will present the theoretical model, while the set of propositions will be discussed in Section 3. Section 4 provides some managerial implications, and the conclusions follow.
The Model

Model Framework
The model considers a chain with outlets located in different geographical areas. Each local market is identically characterized by a random fluctuating demand. The positive or negative shocks affecting local demand are observed by store managers and not by the chain. Moreover, random shocks on local markets are independent from each other.
9 Let h be the demand level experienced by an outlet, where h is distributed between h and h according to a probability distribution function f and a cumulative distribution function F. A negative shock tends to push demand toward h while a positive shock increases demand toward h.
Each outlet is run by a manager who can be either a franchisee or an employee. All managers are assumed to have the same abilities in running a store. Store performance will depend, however, on the level of local demand.
10 Since managers are perfectly informed about local market conditions, the chain must rely on them to know the true level of local demand.
We now define V ðhÞ as the expected revenue of a store experiencing a level of demand h, with V 0 ðhÞ[0 and V 00ðhÞ\0. However, the actual revenue can be less than V ðhÞ because sales also depend on the effort expended by the manager. For the sake of simplicity, this effort e is assumed to take a value between 0 and 1, and the cost of efforts is given by d e. The actual revenue of a store experiencing demand h and run by a manager deploying effort e is defined by eV ðhÞ. A manager who expends no effort will achieve zero sales (regardless of the level of demand), whereas the same manager expending the highest level of effort (e=1) will generate the maximum revenue V ðhÞ.
11 Moreover, the current operating costs of a store, net of manager earnings, are constant and equal to C, regardless of the store's status. 12 We will now define both manager and chain payoffs depending on the status of the outlet. 402 T. Pe´nard et al.
Payoffs within a Franchised Unit
For all franchised units, we assume an identical contract involving the payment of sales-based royalties b.
13 This assumption is consistent with franchisor practices where contract customization is rarely observed (see Bhattacharyya and Lafontaine, 1995; Lafontaine, 1992) . Franchisee profit with demand h is thus given by ð1 À bÞeV ðhÞ À C À d e, while the franchisor receives revenue b eV ðhÞ. Franchisees can potentially display two types of opportunistic behavior: (i) they can shirk and put forth limited effort, 14 and/or (ii) they can underdeclare the actual value of sales and save on the amount of royalties paid to the chain. This last form of opportunism could be costly to detect, since a low declared sales level can result either from an honest franchisee experiencing low h or from a franchisee experiencing high h but under-reporting sales. In order to focus on this under-declaration problem, we rule out franchisees' shirking by assuming that the marginal benefit of additional sales effort is always higher than the marginal cost. The franchisee will thus always expend the maximum level of effort (e=1):
It is not a strong assumption because, as a residual claimant, franchisees have strong incentives to make efforts. 15 We will further define the cost of monitoring franchisees' sales and discuss how franchisees react to monitoring.
Payoffs within a Company-Owned Unit
How are managers in company-owned units paid in real life? Most if not all the literature on franchising assumes that they are paid a fixed wage. In their recent survey on the boundaries of the firm, Lafontaine and Slade (2007) equate vertical integration in franchising with a low-powered incentive contract where the agent receives a fixed wage. This is probably driven by the empirical literature showing no reliance on explicit "pay for performance" type of contracts. For instance, in a detailed study of the structure of compensation in the US fast-food industry, Krueger (1991) found that the long-standing practice in this industry has been to pay managers of company-owned units a fixed annual salary not directly related to the unit's profitability. Similarly, Bradach (1998) found that managers of company-owned units in the fast-food industry were mainly compensated on the basis of a fixed salary, sometimes with a small bonus component. The main incentive instrument is a promotion-based system where "good" managers move up to higher positions in the organization. 16 In addition, bonuses were largely based on meeting some uniformity standards instead of being based on financial performances (see Bradach, 1998, pp. 37-8 , for a more detailed description). We follow the existing literature and assume that the chain only offers a fixed wage w. For a demand level h and manager effort e, the chain's expected profit is eV ðhÞ À w À C, and the manager's utility is w À d e. We also assume that all outlets are profitable regardless of demand level, provided the manager is exerting maximum effort.
ð2Þ
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With a fixed compensation scheme, salaried managers have strong incentives to shirk. The chain is not able to observe the manager's efforts directly. However, it can use the sales or revenues from its outlets to infer the effort level. As an example, if sales below V ðhÞ are observed, the chain knows with certainty that the manager has shirked. The chain can therefore always enforce a minimum, strictly positive, level of effort. For a demand h, it is clearly in the interest of the salaried manager to select an effort at least equal to e min ðhÞ ¼ V ðhÞ V ðhÞ such that sales exceed V ðhÞ.
17 In accordance with Assumption 2, the franchisor is guaranteed to obtain positive profits with this minimum sales level.
Monitoring Policy and Opportunistic Behavior
To overcome opportunistic behavior stemming from salaried managers or franchisees, the chain may proceed by monitoring them (e.g., auditing their accounts and/or conducting visits). Our understanding of monitoring encompasses all activities to measure sales and assess behavior accurately. Monitoring technologies and monitoring costs have no reason to be the same for franchised and company-owned units, because opportunistic behavior in the two setting is of a different type. As stressed before, the main problem with company-owned units is shirking. Without monitoring, the only information on the manager effort is the actual sales. Chains can complement this information by direct supervision, for instance by sending a company representative in order to obtain indirect information on the level of effort exerted by the employee, such as information concerning quality of service. This is a form of what Lafontaine and Slade (2007) called "behavioral monitoring" (or input monitoring). In franchised units, the main problem in our model is under-declaration of actual sales. Here again, without monitoring, the only information on effort available to the chain is the declared sales. Monitoring in this situation corresponds to devices used to discover the true value of sales. For instance, chains may audit the account. Lafontaine and Slade (2007) called this "output" monitoring. We denote K as the cost of auditing a company-owned store and Q as the monitoring cost of a franchised store. We assume that monitoring technologies are costly but "perfect" in both cases, that is, an audit enables the franchisor to discover the true level of demand and consequently to know whether the manager has been cheating (see Gal-Or, 1995 , for a similar assumption).
In order to determine how the chain can efficiently monitor its managers, let us start by noting that it is always better to design a monitoring policy that takes advantage of available information rather than opting for a myopic or random policy. In the present case, the existing information is franchisees' declared sales and observed sales from company-owned units. Through such sales, the manager is more or less announcing the level of demand. When a franchisee experiencing demand h declares a revenue R to the franchisor, this is therefore equivalent to announcing a demand h R with h R ¼ V À1 ðRÞ, where V À1 ð:Þ is the inverse revenue function. 18 If the franchisee is behaving honestly, then h R ¼ h, whereas if he is behaving opportunistically (i.e., R\V ðhÞ), then h R \h. In any event, the franchisor's revenues are given by bV ðh R Þ. Likewise, when a salaried manager experiencing demand h yields revenue R, it is equivalent to announcing demand h E , with h E ¼ V À1 ðRÞ. If the salaried manager is behaving honestly (e=1), this means h E ¼ h.
The optimal monitoring policy will thus be conditional upon the observed level of sales h R and h E . Let cðh R Þ denote the probability of monitoring a franchisee who declares sales of V ðh R Þ (i.e., who announces a demand of h R ) and let -ðh E Þ represent the probability of monitoring a salaried manager who generates sales of V ðh E Þ (i.e., who announces a demand of h E ). If cðh R Þ =1, then the franchisee knows with certainty that he will be monitored and if cðh R Þ =0, no monitoring will occur. In the intermediate case, the franchisee will be inspected with probability or frequency cðh R Þ.
19 The same applies for -ðh E Þ. The monitoring policy must also specify punishment schemes. In company-owned units, if the chain detects an effort below 1, it imposes a penalty on the salaried manager. These punishments can take different forms, ranging from a fine to dismissal. The termination of a labor contract, for example, represents a credible punishment if the manager receives an "efficiency wage" (Shapiro and Stiglitz, 1984) or if the manager has invested in specific human capital, whether partly or entirely financed by him. 20 Most of the time, the punishment corresponds to an opportunity cost for the salaried manager (a bad reputation, less perspective of inside or outside promotions, and so on), rather than a monetary fine. 21 Similarly, if the franchiser detects under-declaration of revenues, he penalizes the franchisee by either terminating the contract or renegotiating the contract or introducing a fine. 22 We consider that the penalty inflicted to the franchisee or the salaried manager is bounded and corresponds to a kind of (exogenously given) maximum liability. Following Becker's seminal contribution on crimes and punishment (Becker, 1968) , if managers are risk neutral, it is efficient to set the penalty at the maximum level in order to save on monitoring costs. 23 We denote a (respectively b) as the franchisee's maximum liability (respectively as the salaried manager' maximum liability). Therefore, the optimal penalties are a for a cheating franchisee and b for an opportunistic salaried manager. Moreover, we assume that:
Assumption 3 : a P b½V ð hÞ À V ðhÞ ð3Þ
Assumptions 3 and 4 indicate that if a manager is certain to be monitored (cðh R Þ =1 and -ðh E Þ =1), the penalties (a and b) are sufficiently high to deter cheating, regardless of the level of demand. The left-hand side represents the cost of being punished and the right-hand side the highest benefit gained from cheating (i.e., the gain derived by a manager experiencing the most favorable demand conditions while declaring the lowest demand). 24 Under such assumptions, a chain has always the possibility to prevent every manager from behaving opportunistically. A natural question then is whether it is optimal to monitor all the units systematically. Figure 1 displays the timing sequence. In
Step 1, the chain announces its monitoring policy to its franchised and company-owned units. During Step 2 and depending on the monitoring policy, the franchisee declares a sales level V ðh R Þ, and the salaried manager chooses a level of effort that induces sales of V ðh E Þ. In the last step, the chain implements its monitoring program.
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The Extent of Monitoring
In this section, we solve the strategic game and determine the optimal monitoring policy under different organizational forms. As a benchmark, we analyze the full deterrence case and then consider the optimal monitoring policy in franchise and company-owned units.
3.1. Full Deterrence 3.1.1. A Franchised Unit. Let us first consider the case of a franchised unit. If the chain is seeking to prevent a franchisee experiencing demand h from declaring h R \h, then he must announce a monitoring probability cðh R Þ, such that:
Equation (5) means that the expected payoff of a franchisee who truthfully reports his sales must be higher than his payoff when misreporting. By misreporting, he saves on royalties yet runs the risk of being detected and punished by the chain (cðh R Þa). After rearrangement, cðh R Þ should be at least equal to:
If the chain wishes to deter a franchisee from behaving opportunistically whatever h, then she must announce a monitoring policy defined for any h R by:
Since market with local demand h provides the highest incentive to underdeclare, such monitoring intensity is sufficient to deter any franchisee from cheating. For any h, the franchisee will prefer to be honest and pay the required royalties than to under-declare and be exposed to a penalty (even if he is not certain of being monitored).
A Company-Owned Unit
If the chain is seeking to deter a salaried manager with a local demand of h from cheating, his probability of supervision -ðh E Þ must be defined by: 406 T. Pe´nard et al.
After rearrangement, the intensity of monitoring -ðh E Þ should be at least equal to:
If the chain is seeking to deter a salaried manager from shirking for any h, then she must implement a monitoring policy -ðh E Þ, characterized for any h E by:
With such monitoring intensity, a salaried manager experiencing demand h is deterred, as are all the salaried managers facing lower level of demand. We now examine whether the full deterrence monitoring policy (i. e., monitoring every managers systematically whatever the level of sales they declare) is optimal. We will first consider the case of company-owned units.
Company-Owned Units and Partial Monitoring
What should the monitoring policy look like when chains suffer from asymmetric information on both agents' behavior and market characteristics? In their analysis of optimal antitrust policy, Besanko and Spulber (1989) have shown that it should take the form of a threshold monitoring program. While we deal with a different issue in this paper, the information problem faced by the antitrust agency and the franchised chain in our model is very similar. Because of limited resources and costly monitoring, the antitrust agency will not monitor all industries and must select some of them. The problem is more complicated with asymmetric information, since it will be difficult to distinguish situations with high price due to high marginal costs from situations with high price due to collusive behavior. In our model, when a unit announces a low level of demand (and thus sales), the chain does not know whether this is due to bad luck or to opportunistic behavior. Following Besanko and Spulber (1989) , the threshold monitoring program could be defined by:
When the announced level of demand is below the thresholdĥ, then the chain will monitor the unit with a certain probability, whereas no monitoring is implemented for a level of demand aboveĥ. Complete monitoring would imply settingĥ ¼ h. If the chain adopts a policy of partial monitoring, the Monitoring Policy and Organizational Forms in Franchised Chains 407 threshold will be characterized byĥ\h. In the latter case, the chain concentrates its resources on monitoring managers with sales below V ðĥÞ. Moreover, the intensity of monitoring tends to decrease with the unit's announced sales. Given the monitoring policy defined in equation (11), managers experiencing a demand h 6ĥ are deterred from shirking and will always choose h E ¼ h (i.e., an effort e=1). Managers experiencing h[ĥ know that they will never be monitored as long as they are achieving at least V ðĥÞ. They therefore choose effort level e ¼ V ðĥÞ V ðhÞ , which enables reaching sales amount V ðĥÞ. These managers can never expect a higher payoff by exerting an effort below e ¼ V ðĥÞ
V ðhÞ ; where the expression on the left-hand side represents his expected benefit from cheating in choosing a level of effort of h E \ĥ and the expression on the right-hand side the expected benefit if he chooses h E ¼ĥ.
With partial monitoring, the chain can be considered as offering a rent to managers with h[ĥ. The average profit per company-owned unit is then defined by:
For any demand h between h andĥ, the chain monitors its units with a certain probability to prevent the managers from shirking and the profit is V ðhÞ À w À C, less the monitoring costs -ðhÞK. For demand h higher thanĥ, the chain prefers not to monitor its units and accepts that the managers shirk as long as they reach the revenues V ðĥÞ. Hence, the chain can save on monitoring costs. The question is to determine what the optimal threshold of the monitoring program is. The following proposition demonstrates that a partial monitoring strategy is indeed optimal.
Proposition 1: It is always optimal to tolerate some shirking in company-owned units, that is,ĥ\ h:
Proof: Optimal monitoring policy is determined by maximizing the chain's average profit per company-owned unit with respect to the monitoring thresholdĥ:
The derivative with respect toĥ is given by:
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After rearrangement:
The first expression has a negative sign and corresponds to a monitoring cost effect: a higherĥ increases the cost of supervising managers since the number of monitored units (or the probability of monitoring units) rises. The second expression has a positive sign and represents an incentive effect, since a rise in monitoring reduces moral hazard and thus increases sales as well as profits. Monitoring all units entails settingĥ ¼ h. Such a policy, however, is not optimal since:
From equation (14), we conclude that the chain can raise profits by relaxing supervision on the most efficient units: from a level ofĥ ¼ h, reducingĥ by a slight amount enables the chain to significantly lower its monitoring costs (first-order effect), without considerably weakening the incentive for managers to behave honestly (second-order effect).
Moreover, we find that a laissez-faire policy (ĥ ¼ h) is not optimal:
In the neighborhood of h, by increasingĥ, the chain can stimulate efforts from all its managers (first-order effect), with the expected benefits largely compensating for the additional monitoring cost. & Proposition 1 can be explained as follows. Partial deterrence allows for a significant reduction in monitoring and incentives costs. Even if the revenues generated by the chain are less than what would be expected in stores experiencing high demand, this shortfall is more than counterbalanced by the savings on monitoring costs. Partial deterrence has two meanings. First, the chain only monitors a sub-sample of its units. High-level sales units are never monitored. Second, for lower levels of demand, monitoring is implemented with a certain probability. At the equilibrium, the chain monitors only the honest managers and tolerates some misreporting.
We can also reinterpret partial monitoring policy in a dynamic setting. If a company-owned unit experiences at each period a level of demand that is independent of the level in the previous periods, then the chain is likely to monitor this unit only during the periods of low demand (h 6ĥ) and adopt a laissez-faire policy during the periods of boom (h[ĥ). Then, the salaried managers tend to reduce their efforts moderately when demand is favorable (just to reach the required level of sales V ðĥÞ). The sales performance distribution of each company-owned store thus should be upward bounded, with several units displaying the same level of sales (V ðĥÞ).
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It should be noted that the "informational rent" captured by salaried man-
Þ is an increasing function of monitoring costs and a decreasing function of penalty severity (asĥ decreases in K and increases in b). The range of realized demand for which the chain tolerates some shirking tends to be reduced as monitoring costs decline toward zero or when punishments become extremely severe. Yet by raising the penalties, two opposite effects are introduced on monitoring intensity at the individual level. A unit subject to a negative demand shock is now less intensively monitored, 26 whereas the same unit submitted to a positive shock is more likely to be monitored (even if the probability is infinitesimal in presence of high demand). Even under these extreme conditions (severe punishments, monitoring costs close to zero), however, it is still efficient for the chain to renounce auditing the most profitable units.
Franchised Units and Partial Monitoring
As previously, the optimal monitoring policy for the franchised units is a threshold program that can be defined as follows:
Complete monitoring entails settingĥ ¼ h, whereas whenĥ\h, the chain only monitors a subset of units and "offers" rent to those franchisees experiencing high demand. From a formal standpoint, in the case ofĥ\h, all franchisees experiencing demand h[ĥ are incited to under-declare their revenues (by reporting V ðĥÞ instead of V ðhÞ). As long as the royalties paid remain greater than or equal to bV ðĥÞ, they are not monitored. It is therefore profitable for them to declare revenues equal to V ðĥÞ.
27 Conversely, all franchisees exposed to demand h 6ĥ are likely to be monitored and are thus incited to report their revenues truthfully. Given the announced monitoring policy, the franchiser's average profit per franchised unit is defined by:
The following proposition is the "mirror image" of proposition 1 and asserts that complete monitoring is not optimal.
Proposition 2: It is always optimal to tolerate some under-declaring in franchised units, that is,ĥ\ h.
Proof:
The optimal thresholdĥ is given by maximizing the franchiser's average profit per franchised unit with respect to managerial threshold monitoringĥ:
Given cðhÞ ¼ b½V ðhÞÀV ðĥÞ a , the derivative of the profit with respect toĥ is given by:
The first expression represents the negative monitoring cost effect if the chain decides to tighten monitoring of its franchisees (to increaseĥ). The second expression corresponds to the incentive effect (more intensive monitoring induces franchisees to declare their actual sales). Complete monitoring consists of settingĥ ¼ h. Such a policy is not optimal, however, since the franchisor is able to increase profit by relaxing monitoring efforts on the most efficient units.
Marginal profit is found to decrease withĥ atĥ ¼ h:
We can also notice that a laissez-faire policyĥ ¼ h is sub-optimal:
&
The rationale for partial monitoring in franchised units is the same as in company-owned units. Because of monitoring costs, chains refrain from auditing the most profitable franchised units. A franchisee experiencing demand h[ĥ will thus benefit from an "informational rent" equal to bðV ðhÞ À V ðĥÞÞ.
28
Offering a rent to the higher-earning franchisees represents a cost-saving method for the franchisor to deter franchisees from engaging in more harmful cheating (a more detrimental action would be to declare the lowest level of sales V ðhÞ).
Corollary: The level of salesĥ above which the franchisee is never audited is determined bŷ
Proof: It is directly obtained from the derivative of the profit with respect toĥ:
& The optimal thresholdĥ that measures the extent of under-declaring deterrence tends to increase when penalty is high or monitoring costs are low. But interestingly, there is no correlation between the royalty rate and the extent of under-declaring. Modifying the royalty rate has no impact on the thresholdĥ Monitoring Policy and Organizational Forms in Franchised Chains 411 (i.e., on the probability that a franchisee is given the opportunity to underdeclare its sales). However, if the chain raises the royalty rate, she has to increase her monitoring efforts on the franchisees that announces sales below V ðĥÞ. Indeed, the franchisee incentives to cheat are higher when royalties claimed by the chain increase and the latter has to announce a higher probability of being monitored to deter under-declaring. To sum-up, raising royalty rates does not increase the intensity of monitoring for the franchisees that face favorable demand conditions and only those who are in less favorable demand situations will be audited more.
Testable Hypothesis and Managerial Implications
While our objective in this paper is not primarily to derive a set of prescriptions for managers, we can identify two categories of managerial implications: (1) the consequences of our framework for the optimal governance of the chain, namely the optimal mix of franchised and company-owned units (dual distribution), and (2) the implications for the design of the franchise contract.
First, consider the governance implication. In our model, we took for granted the coexistence of franchised and company-owned units within the same chain. It has long been argued that moral hazard and related monitoring costs are important drivers of the "make or buy" decision (Brickley and Dark, 1987; Lafontaine and Slade, 2007) . Suppose that a chain wants to open a unit in a geographical market. Given the optimal monitoring policy of companyowned and franchised units, then the chain can compare the expected profit of running the unit under a franchise (G f ) or by means of salaried manager (G co ). If the chain concludes that G f [G co (respectively that G co [G f ) on this market, then the unit should be run by a franchisee (respectively vertically integrated). If we use our framework to analyze the organization of chain, can we explain the prevalence of dual distribution and the proportion of company-owned (respectively franchised) units? The rationale of dual distribution is market heterogeneity in monitoring costs. In some markets, it is easier to monitor franchised units than company-owned units (Q < K) and in other markets, it is the opposite (Q > K). Indeed, monitoring is more focused on efforts in companyowned units (input monitoring), whereas it is more focused on sales in franchised units (output monitoring). As suggested by the empirical literature (Brickley and Dark, 1987; Lafontaine and Slade, 2007) , a key determinant for input monitoring is the distance between the chain's headquarters and the unit, because monitoring costs tend to increase with distance, proportionally more for company-owned units than for franchised units. In other words, monitoring sales (output) is less distance-sensitive. Then it is likely to have G co [G f for units close to the headquarters (company-owned units are more profitable) and G f [G co for distant units (franchising is optimal). The cost of monitoring sales can also depend on the sector and the proportion of regular customers. Indeed, the cost of monitoring sales may be close to zero for many types of activities (product sales) yet remain high for other activities (services), for which sales monitoring is more complex, for example in a fast-food franchise, the franchisee can declare that a certain number of hamburgers were discarded when, in reality, they were sold. This may explain why the proportion of company-owned units can vary among sectors.
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Similarly, it is easier to predict or infer demand on market with loyal customers than on markets with irregular customers.
In addition, a chain will rely more intensively on franchising when it possesses more advanced information technologies because such technologies are more adapted to monitor sales (output) than effort (input). Conversely, the proportion of company-owned units should decrease with the monitoring costs of salaried managers and increase with the severity of punishments that the chain is able to inflict upon opportunistic employees.
Finally, if manager effort is not critical to increasing sales, then concern over the shirking hazard becomes less important, and we should observe more vertical integration in order to concentrate on mitigating the under-declaration hazard. This premise would seem to be consistent with empirical results. For instance, Lafontaine (1992) found that the proportion of franchised units tends to rise when the franchisee's effort counts; conversely, the extent of vertical integration is more prevalent for chains where franchisee efforts are less crucial. Similarly, if the prospect of sales under-declaration is smaller than the shirking problem or is more easily controlled, we should then observe greater reliance on franchising.
Monitoring intensity may also depend on other contractual provisions. For instance, it has been argued in the literature that specific provisions such as tying may lower monitoring costs or improve monitoring technology (Klein and Saft, 1985; Michael, 2000) . 29 This feature can be illustrated in the case where the chain provides one or several inputs to franchisees. If the production function at the store is of a fixed proportion, then the chain is able to infer the actual level of sales from the quantity of inputs sold to a particular outlet (i.e., the chain can infer the true level of output and avoid "excessive" discrepancies between output and declared sales). Since the discretional behavior of franchisees is limited, we would expect the monitoring intensity of franchised units to be lower with greater reliance on franchising in a chain with such a tying provision.
Finally, a few chains include a provision in the franchise contract on the minimum royalty payment required (see Bhattacharyya and Lafontaine, 1995, p. 765) . For sales below a given level S, the franchisee pays a fixed amount and for sales above S, the franchisee pays a value of bÂ sales. Is this an alternative to monitoring policy to curb the under-reporting problem? This instrument provides an effective lower bound to under-declaration because even if a franchisee declares a level of sales below S, it will pay the same fixed amount. It partly solves the severity of under-declaration but not its probability of occurrence. Franchisees with high sales will still have an incentive to declare S as the realized sales.
Conclusion
This paper studied the optimal monitoring policy of a chain under conditions of asymmetric information about local demands and managers' effort. While a salaried manager of a company-owned unit can shirk, franchisee opportunism takes the form of under-declaration of sales. Monitoring local units may mitigate these contractual hazards, but chains must incur monitoring costs. We show two main results: first, it is not optimal to monitor all the outlets; second, the chain should concentrate monitoring efforts on the units declaring low
Monitoring Policy and Organizational Forms in Franchised Chains 413 levels of demand (and thus sales). Even if franchisees might be tempted to under-declare their actual sales, this does not necessarily imply that they all systematically will. Their decision will depend on the risk of being detected and punished. Some may decide to cheat (if they estimate that the gain is higher than the expected cost), while others may behave honestly. Even if all franchisees are tempted to cheat, revenue chiseling at equilibrium will be minimal as long as monitoring costs remain low.
Our propositions may be related to the discussion on optimal monitoring policy within organizations in general and retail chains in particular. As stated in the introduction, most papers on franchising typically assume that sales or output observation is costless, which incites chains to link franchisee compensation with sales. This constitutes a form of output monitoring. In companyowned units, chain managers are provided fixed wages and directly supervised by the chain. Chains are thus relying on input (or behavior-based) monitoring within their own units. The prevalence of dual distribution implies that it is efficient to exercise both input and output monitoring at the chain level even if individual units will not be monitored at both the input and output levels. Input and output monitoring thereby coexist in a plural chain even if each of these devices is "specialized" for a particular type of individual unit. Those units whose manager is paid with a fixed compensation are input-monitored, whereas those offering variable compensation are output-monitored. This setting is consistent with the way chains are organized and with previous results by Khalil and Lawarrée (1995) on the choice between input and output monitoring in a principal-agent context. In their paper, they found that when the principal (the chain in this instance) is the residual claimant (owns the outlet), he generally prefers input monitoring, but output monitoring would be preferred when the agent (here, the franchisee) is the residual claimant (owns the outlet).
Lastly, our findings can be understood from a more general perspective: an organization experiencing the kind of contractual hazard on which we have focused is always more efficient by mixing the incentive schemes made available to its members or agents, that is, by combining fixed and revenue-based remuneration. In other words, the policy of generalizing variable remuneration within an organization might be as sub-optimal as relying exclusively on fixed remuneration. If we were to assimilate variable remuneration with external procurement and fixed remuneration with internal procurement, our results could also be used as another rationale for the prevalence of what is sometimes called "tapered integration" in vertical relationships, that is, the simultaneous use of external input suppliers and in-house suppliers. the chain governance (see, e.g., Azoulay and Shane, 2001; Kalnins and Mayer, 2004; Shane, 2001 ). 3. In the empirical literature, variables such as the distance from headquarters, the number of states in which the chain operates, or the outlet density are used as measures for monitoring costs (or as measures inversely related to monitoring costs, e.g., outlet density; see Lafontaine and Slade, 1997, 2007 , for a survey).
4. While this is not the only contrasting differences between company-owned and franchised units, it is quite often stressed in the literature (see, e.g., Blair and Lafontaine, 2005; Lafontaine and Slade, 2007) . We take this difference for granted in our analysis. 5. As owners of their businesses, franchisees have a claim on the profits generated by their outlet (s) net of the usual sales-based royalties and advertising fees they pay to their franchisors. As these payments normally represent 6-10% of revenue, franchisees obtain the bulk of every additional dollar of sales generated within their outlet(s). 6. The other hazards respectively are: (i) not adhering to quality standards, and (ii) divulging the chain's proprietary information. 7. A standard warning at the beginning of a typical earning claim is as follow: "The following results of operations at various average daily vehicle count levels should not be considered as the actual or potential income or results of operations of any particular franchise. The franchisor does not represent that the franchisee can expect to attain these volumes." 8. From such a perspective, this cost can also be viewed as the expenses chains have to incur in order to make sales or revenues verifiable. Most of the literature on franchising, and more generally on contract theory, distinguishes observable from unverifiable variables by assuming that the former are observed at zero cost, whereas the latter are too costly to observe. We might argue in the real world that verifiability is an agent's decision based on a cost/benefit analysis. Some variables are costly to verify, but this does not necessarily deter parties from contracting on them (Khalil and Lawarrée, 1995) . Recent literature both in contract theory and in law and economics has begun to introduce explicitly the notion of verifiability as a decision based on the cost and incentives to produce evidence for a third-party enforcer (see, e.g., Bull and Watson, 2004; Scott and Triantis, 2006) . 9. This assumption rules out the possibility of implementing relative performance incentive schemes by comparing information across local markets. Furthermore, we are not aware of any case where chains explicitly rely on such a scheme. 10. Independently of the level of demand, the expected revenue of a store should be positively influenced by other variables like the value and reputation of the chain and other franchisorrelated behaviors. 11. We will see later on that the chain is always able to enforce an effort level above zero with a salaried manager, ruling out the possibility of actually observing units with no sales. 12. This is a simplifying assumption. One could argue that, because he is the residual claimant of the unit's profits, a franchisee has stronger incentives to minimize costs than a chain employee. The operating costs of a franchised unit might thus be lower. Qualitative results of our model would not change if this assumption is relaxed. 13. For the sake of simplicity, we have assumed that the franchisor does not claim initial fees from his franchisees. Our results do not depend on this simplification. 14. The severity of this moral hazard problem increases with royalty rates (Lafontaine, 1992) . 15. If we relax assumption 1, the chain should provide incentives both to mitigate shirking and under-declaration; moreover, it will significantly complicate the model without adding any insight. One way to reinforce assumption 1 is to suppose that franchisees' efforts also reduce the cost of sales, thereby lowering franchisee incentive to shirk. 16. See Brown (1998) for an analysis of chains governance based on the implementation of promotion-based incentive schemes. 17. Without monitoring, the optimal effort for the salaried managers is clearly e min . 18. This is because the franchisor knows that the franchisee's maximum effort is (e=1).
19. An alternative interpretation would be to consider that over period T, the franchisee receives cðh R ÞT visits.
20. See Krueger (1991) for empirical evidence of the efficiency wage for employees within company-owned units in the fast-food industry. 21. Thus we consider that penalty is not a pure transfer from the salaried manager to the chain and has no direct effect on the chain's profit. In other terms, the money that the chain could expect by suing the opportunistic manager is assumed to compensate the litigation costs. 22. See Klein (1995) and Lafontaine and Raynaud (2002) for insights on self-enforcement in franchising where contract termination (coupled with the prospect to earn expected ex post rents) acts as an incentive device. 23. If the managers are risk averse, increasing the penalty to its maximum level would not usually be optimal (Polinsky and Shavell, 1979 26. Since the manager's behavior is only influenced by the expected penalty, a higher penalty enables reducing the probability of audit.
27. For franchisees of the type h >ĥ, the benefit from declaring revenues V(h R they are perfectly indifferent between reporting V(ĥ) and any lower revenue. 28. The greater the franchisee's demand, the higher the rent he may receive. 29. In tying provisions, the franchisees must buy another good(s) in addition to the franchise license. For instance, McDonald's might require its franchisees to buy specific inputs from him or from a designated third party (see Blair and Lafontaine, 2005, ch. 6 , for more empirical evidences on tying provision).
